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survivor

CONTENT WARNING: 
This piece talks about childhood sexual abuse.

I AM MINDFUL OF HOW hard I have worked throughout 
my life to live outside of the abuse. To create a life and 
legacy for myself that is more than what happened 
to me when I was a child. I have been curious and 
entrepreneurial since I was little. It’s an enjoyable 
challenge, always looking for opportunities to get the 
most out of a situation, � nding loopholes or di� erent 
pathways to � nd the best and most e�  cient way of 
achieving my goals. I am a high achiever; it can be 
annoying! I can’t do things by halves and when I put my 
mind to something I have a relentlessness that can be 
exhausting, not only to me but to the people around me.

I often have people ask how I manage to achieve 
so much in my days. Yes, it is down to hard work and 
consciously choosing to put the task at hand above and 
beyond anything else in the day, but it is also a need for 
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control. Being busy and productive is a great form of 
armour when you are carrying trauma.

I do not call myself a high achiever to gloat; it’s not 
always a good thing. I have watched myself burn out 
time and time again. I have held on to ideas and roles for 
far too long when their time has come and gone. I have 
desperately dug myself into them even deeper, afraid of 
losing the hours of work already undertaken. Afraid of 
being a failure, not wanting to lose the armour of that 
task and the potential of its success, I have invested 
countless hours striving for perfection and worked 
tirelessly to prove my value and worth in the world.

There is a � ne balance between internally wanting 
to be successful at something while also looking for 
external validation. My version of best is not always 
aligned with the outside world, and I have found myself 
hustling even harder because I have wanted to one up 
myself to ensure that what I have delivered and presented 
to the world would never fall short.

Walking through the world with this mindset, while 
also being someone who has experienced childhood 
sexual abuse, has felt like walking on a tightrope. As I have 
built a public persona, I have been fearful of sharing my 
story. I am mindful of how hard I have worked throughout 
my life to live outside of the abuse. To create a life and 
legacy for myself that is more than what happened to me 
when I was a child. I have worked so hard to be known for 
many great things. I have done this because I wanted to 
do my best, but in many ways, it’s because I needed to be 
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known for more than the abuse. This desire was in part to 
convince the world, but also to convince me. I needed to 
� nd a way to ensure that the abuse would not de� ne me.

Sharing my story, while knowing how hard I have 
worked for success, feels almost counterintuitive. 
I’ve been dancing and performing, trying to hold the 
attention of the outside world, trying to ensure they 
only look at the exciting, high-achieving, attractive, shiny 

things I have to o� er. This elaborate parade of successes 
and wins, with � ashing neon signs pointing in many 
di� erent directions, in hopes that no one would look at 
the dirty, dark underside. That no one would ever � nd out 
that I had this ugly truth as part of my story.

The shame of the abuse is in itself complex. It 
shows up in di� erent ways and impacts me, sometimes 
when I least expect it. When the shame shows up as an 

accusation, my inner mean girl can say 
some pretty horrible things. She tells 
me that this was all my fault. I can hear 
her poisonous tone as she tells me how 
horrible I must be that my own father 
would do this to me. I can hear her as 
she demeans my worth and tells me that 
maybe I deserve this, that maybe I brought 
this all on myself. 

She whispers her nasty words and tells 
me that when the world � nds out about the poison that 
lives inside of me that all of my hard work and success will 
come crashing down around me. No one will care about 

“When the SHAME shows 
up as an accusation, my 

INNER MEAN GIRL can say some 
pretty horrible things.” 
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me or respect the work I have achieved; they will only see 
me as the girl who was abused by her father.

The shame can also present itself externally. I dread 
the feeling of being pitied. I feel physically ill when I 
think about people pitying me. The 
shame turns my perception of the 
pity I receive from others from their 
intended sympathy and compassion 
to a feeling of them belittling me, 
looking down on me with their 
pity. I receive pity from others and I warp their well-
meaning emotions into my very own feelings of being 
overwhelmed and embarrassed. The shame turns their 
pity into my own deep-seated humiliation and I dread 
the sad looks they will give me as they feel sorry for me. 
It makes my skin crawl at the thought 
of their ‘poor Caroline’ comments. My 
name in their mouth, saying such sad 
terrible things. My name connected to 
something so tragic. I do not want 
to be seen as weak or damaged. 
I know these thoughts are also a result 
of the armour I have worn for so long. 
Pity means someone cares, and if 
someone cares then I might need 
to soften myself, to be vulnerable. 
Vulnerability is dangerous when the 
world, or in my case, my family home, 
was so full of trauma. 

The high-achieving hustler cannot 
also be pitied, but we know that more 
than one thing can be true. As hard as 
I have tried to create a life for myself 
despite my childhood sexual abuse, 
for many years, I saw myself as a victim 
and lived in my own heavy, weighted 
shame, living in my victim mindset. 
Though I continued to externally create positive 
outcomes for myself, though I continued to prove my 
worth and value to the world, internally, the poison of my 
victim mindset had me believing that bad things would 
always continue to happen to me. My victim mindset 
at its core believed that bad things happened to me 
because I was bad.

Language is powerful, and the words we choose to 
speak out loud have the magnitude to change the world. 
Though it is the words we speak to ourselves, when we 
quietly whisper or when we tune into our inner voice, 
those are the words that truly matter.

Before today, in the times I have shared my story, in 
the moments I have disclosed details of the abuse and 
the ongoing lived trauma, I have had many people tell 
me that I am brave, that I am resilient and that I am some 
kind of hero. The physical sensation I experience at this 

praise is similar to the discomfort of the pity. I feel a little 
ill and my body sti� ens. I often do not know what to do 
with those words. I politely thank them for their kindness 
but internally it is awkward. I did not wish for this, nor did 
I strive to take on the titles of brave or hero.

I can see that they are 
attempting to hold a mirror 
up for me, attempting to help 
me see my path to resilience. 
That path is imprinted with 
my footsteps, each and every 
step where I have continued 
to show up, time and time 
again. The path that has taken 
me from a victim of childhood 
sexual abuse to a strong 
survivor of that abuse. Today 
I get to choose who I want to 
be, I have the power of choice 
and the power internally to not 
be destroyed by the traumatic 
environment that I have lived 
in for the majority of my life. My 
bravery cannot exist without 
my fear, however, and as I share 
my truth, I am also terri� ed. 
The two experiences cannot 

stand alone. I choose to do what I believe is the right 
thing, I choose to share my truth, even when it is hard.

A major driver for me in being as vulnerable as I have 
been in sharing my truth is that I hope that I have opened 
the door for others to also break their silence. I want 
others to � nd their voice and to know that they can be 
terri� ed and brave all at once, just like me.

I want my fellow survivors to know that I am walking 
beside them.  

This is an edited extract from More Than One Thing Can Be True: A Story of 
Survival ($34.95, carolinebrunne.com).

“I choose to do what I believe is 
the RIGHT THING, I choose to share 

my truth, even when IT IS HARD.”

If you’re su� ering or triggered by the themes of this piece, 
support is available 24/7. 

1800RESPECT – 1800 737 732  |  Lifeline – 13 11 14
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